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To all whom it may concern : 
Be it known that I, DENNIS JOSEPH 

O’BRIEN, a citizen of the United States of 
America, and a resident of the city and 
county of San Francisco, in the State of 
California, have invented a new and useful 
Reflector, of which the following is a speci? 
cation, reference being had therein to the 
accompanying drawing. 
This invention is a sectional re?ector, de 

signed for use chie?y in connection with an 
incandescent electric tube-lamp which is sub 
ject matter for a separate patent, and the 
construction of which will not be herein set 
forth, except in so much as it directly affects 
the principle of the invention now under 
consideration. Other re?ectors of similar 
type have been invented and patented by 
me or made the subject-matter of additional 
Letters Patent, and they have proved useful 
and successful, being adapted, in connection 
with the tube-lamps, for lighting stores, 
of?ces, halls, theaters, and all the various 
rooms and apartments of a building, as well 

. as for street lighting and as headlights; in 
short, they have been employed with reason 
able success wherever it is possible to use an 
incandescent electric lamp. But experience 
and careful study have pointed out certain 
advantages which may be obtained by addi 
tions and changes in the construction, espe 
cially in the manner of attaching the re 
?ector to a ?xture or chandelier, and in the 
connecting means provided for placing the 
lamp with which it is used in an electric_cir 
cuit, and for ?rmly holding the lamp in a 
position parallel to each of the re?ecting 
sections. 

It is, therefore, the object of this inven 
tion to provide a re?ector which shall com 
bine all the good features and qualities of 
the previously invented forms with new 
and advantageous properties, and shall, 
without generating undue heat, multiply the 
rays of light produced by the lamp, be capa 
ble of immediate and safe attachment to or 
removal ,from a ?xture or chandelier, allow 
the lamp to be quickly placed in or out of 
circuit without danger of shock to the per 
son handling it, present a neat and pleasing 
appearance, and be durable and inexpensive. 
In the accompanying drawing, Figure 1 

is a sectional side elevation of one form of 
this improved re?ector with a tube-lamp, of 
the kind above referred to, ?tted into it. 
Fig. 2is a cross section on the line x-w of 

Fig. 1, looking in the direction indicated by 
the arrow. Fig. 3 is an end view of a modi 
?ed form of the reflector, the lamp being re 
moved. Fig. ét is a partly sectioned side ele 
vation of the modi?ed form of the re?ector 
shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a sectional ele 
vation of one of two socket-pieces used at 
the ends of the re?ector. Fig. 6 is a similar 
view of the socket-piece, looking at right 
angles to Fig. 5. Figs. 7 and 8 are plan 
vlews respectively showing the bottom and 
top of the socket-piece. Figs. 9 and 10 are 
respectively a plan and an edge view of a 
nut placed in the socket-piece when used on 
the re?ector shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
The lamp mentioned above, in so far as 

its construction relates to the present inven 
tron, comprises a glass tube or envelop 1, 
whose sides are straight and parallel to a 
straight-line ?lament 2, inclosed in the tube 
and held centrally therein by angular con 
ductors 3, to which the ends of the filament 
are respectively anchored and which have 
their terminals sealed in and protruding 
through one side of the tube. ‘A vacuum is, 
of course, created in the tube, and means 
adapting the lamp for connection in an elec— 
tric circuit are provided in the form of me 
tallic caps or bells 4, suitably soldered to the 
terminals of the anchor conductors 3 and 
cemented over the points on the outside of 
the tube Where they protrude. From its 
shape, this lamp may be properly referred 
to as a tube or tubular lamp. It is a satis 
factory form of incandescent lamp, being 
easily connected in a circuit, adapted to a 
great variety of uses, and capable of giving 
a powerful light. But though the present 
invention was designed to be used princi 
pally with this form of lamp and though it 
is described in such a connection herein, the 
right is, nevertheless, reserved to its use in 
all possible connections to which it is adapt 
ed, as Well as to modi?cations in the form of 
its several parts. 

This improved re?ector is made up of a 
changeable number of substantially plane 
sections 5, which may be of transparent 
glass covered on the back with an amalgam, 
or of “ white-glass”, porcelain, or other 
suitable material. Although any desired 
number of these sections can be used, it is 
preferable to employ an odd number, and 
to make them of even width, so that the 
central section will be directly under the 
tube-lamp. These sections, whatever their 
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size and number, are placed edge to edge in 
an arc of a circle, each-being=~tangentiala to“ > 
the arc.~ Theyv are held- in this ‘position by“v 
means of a segmental casing or frame (5,v 
of brass, tin, iron, or other sheet-metal’ 
adaptable to they purpose. The longitudinal 
edges 7 of this casing are bent in, over‘ the 
adjacent edges :of- the; outermost:. sections 5,. 
as shown in Figs. 2 and 4, and upon the 
ends, of: the casing1 are 3: soldered‘stripsiS v.ofg. I 
the . same metal, ; which; extend: back‘; upon-;.. 
the ends; of‘ the, sections-rand hold .. them. 
?rmly inrplace. 

The casing,- is reinforcedain. such; places by‘ 
extra thicknesses :of?sheetemetal, as a10, which 
are soldered: uponzrthe‘ inside of". the: casi;ng,u. 
one;at.,eacheend. . Thezinner:v ends ofthesen 
metal; pieces; or. plates 10 are: slightly o?setv 
and bent upon the ends ;of- the ishortccentral. 
section 9,“v which .they: ?rmly; engage and: 
keep implace. 
_ \Inaorder to secure ‘1 proper; connection of: 
the lamp in {the electric . circuit, and .between 
the lamp . and {the re?ector, .novel- devices are, 
employed, which ifromgtheiriishape. and oper 
ation. mayv be termed removable; ‘socket- 
pieceszandIareherein designated by 11'; . Two 
of these socket+pieces~ are.-provided,..one .near 
eachiendI of theinside of .thebodyiv of the 
re?ector, at‘. points :which ;wi'll.sbe ; directly ‘ 
oppositethe caps or. bells 4 on the tube-"lamp! 
with which the reflector is i to .be :used.:v The. 
construction of! eachrof‘ the; socketepieces; 11; 
is theisame, each consisting,r.as bestjseen in; 
Figs, 5 to 8; of .a' substantiallyv cylindricalv 
receptacle, made; preferably ofi-porcelain', or‘ 
other: good insulating material,-..and.- divided 
into. two nearly. equal parts by a'partition‘. .. 
12, having a central aperture '13, .ofisu?i‘cientév 
size to permit aiwire to pass. through; These. 
SOCkQtrPlGCGS ‘ 11.’ may be :app-liediin various 
‘ways; of which two are» illustrated'zherein, . 
and they discharge several functions, asxwill 
presently. be :described; . - . 

As; above‘v stated ‘with reference: to Figs:.-. 11 
and l 2,‘ . special i means.‘ are, provided in the . 
COHStITllG't'Il'OIILiZhBI‘B ‘ shown, for holding the: 
reflector. to'athe. ?ttings which-connectzit with 
the chandelier. or otherz?xture. .. The: fittings ‘ 
referred to» comprise a’ couple "' ofa'itub'es; 14‘! 
and i152, held? :line; together!v by I a sphericalv 

I coupling l6ian‘d having similarfcoupl-iings; 171 

65 
and 181 at their ‘outer. ends, the "latter carry-i 
ing plugs 191 and-v20 also formed with globu-n 

All i. the; sections’. in the 
construction illustrated... in :Figs; .3 :andi 4 are 
uniform in" length and. thus come'iunder the. . 
edges .7- and strips>8-,,»butvin"the-w-formiofal 
the invention » represented; in 5 Figs. 1' and - 
the strips .8'. are .made narrower and'i thew. 
central< section 9 is shortened 1 at‘; both; .ends: I 
in order to-..have suitable placeswon-the'... 
casing 6 where to» applywvthe .:means1.pro-~_ 
videdi inwthis‘. form, of» the invention. for»v 
holding-the reflector: to»thei?ttingsethaticoneI 
nect it with the: chandelier; or Otherzz?xtilr?; 

1, 127,082v 

liar ends, and all spherical or globular mom' 
bers beingin the-~line-‘or1plane-= of'ithe tubing; 
The=- central- coupling-'16“=is-madev with a 
?ange21, turned upward or away from-the 
reflector and having a screw-threaded ex~ 
tension 22 . ig. 2), adapting it for attach 
ment‘ to a similar,’ though somewhat larger, 
superimposed. coupling ,, 23 (Fig. . l) ,w-hich 
is connected, preferably in the back, to an .s i ' 

' 75 

for #instanceaas .is {shown .at'e2ét iniFig. 3), so : 
I that'. the: line . vofi tubing; and E. couplings.’ will 
the ~ suspended- at right angles to; the arm. 
.The'1_:end:-'couplings .17. .‘and‘ ‘18: have like 
?angesa25 "and 126, but‘ the>latter= are turned 
:downiward . or ,toward: the-:baclr of the.v re, 
?ector andieach' receives one :end: of a » shoul 
zdered nipple 27, the other-end‘ of which‘ 
. passes freely‘. through: suitable. holes . made 

'28 of; the ;.nipple resting;v upon ‘ . the casing; 
Thenipple.» is: externally screw-threaded on . 
bothrendsp ?rsti-forz connection; to. ‘either 
coupling; ?ange .on .the' back I ofithe ‘re?ector, 
and: secondly, for’ . similar» engagement: with 
one‘, of the gr-socket-pieces. 1 11, within the = re 

in the corresponding end ofilthecasingi?and ' 
in the: .plat 1'01 inside :the" samei,-.=the:shou1der.~ 

70 
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?ectorm 'One end.v of: eachsocket-piece is‘ ' 
furnished :withua nut ; 2.9. for thus engaging 
thenippler... This nut' isvv detailedat: Figs. 9 
andzlO:andjaisialsoaseen in‘Figs. 1,5, 6, and 
8. It;- is; provided 011:’.OPPOS'ltG :sides- ; with 
iobliquelysprojecting lugs 30, . which enter 
corresponding grooves.- 81, ‘in the" inner walls 
of the socket-piece, ; and thence-are * forced 
outward,-.by a spreading tool,.into angular 

95 

1.00 

vrecessesaformedpas at-32,‘ beyond: the'inner , - 
endsiofi the grooves‘. The. lugs are?rmly set; 
in these. recesses, s‘o- thatvthev nut. becomes 
?xed. in’;v ltSi socket, > and‘ provision = is thereby 
rmadc':0f..;an‘internal, wellw?tting. and durw 
~b1le,'; metallic. screwethreadi in the socket 
pieceziwherewith to engage therend of‘ the , 
nipple that; -,passes' and is, protruding‘ 

The 
end:of.-tthe socket havingthersnut .is madekto I 
through the: casing: of? the- reflector. 110 

abut against the reinforcing plate 10 of-the 1» . 
casing,.as shownsatithe- left endiof‘ Fig. 1, 

of the nipple: .on:.1the:opposite ,~ side thereof, 
as it/sis being'scre-wed-up on the‘ nipple. 
YThemombined s0cket+piece and shouldered? 
‘nipple; therefor-e.:cooperate: in holding‘ up, 

I theirfrrespectivezcen'déof the reflector: ?rmly; I 
to its-?ttings,‘ thatfis topsay, to thesuspended 
line 10:fi tubing; and? couplings, which, in‘ the ' 

) formcofithe: invention now being rCOIlSldGI‘QCl, .. 
‘extends parallel to‘ the‘ central line'of' the 
re?ectonvthroughout the; length thereof, 1 but 
connectsv therewith-w only‘ atuthe ends, by 
means? of? the vvend:couplings 17 A and 18 and 
the nippleév and ‘socket- : respectively pertain~ 
ing ‘to each of > those end-couplings, as here 
inbeforeu stated.» By ;following'_-this' con 

. struction,» the re?eCtorismade entirely sepa 

and- to -.press-;~the-: casinga upon the : shoulder 
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rate from the ?ttings and its application 
thereto is simple and convenient as well as 
secure. 
The aforesaid ?ttings, it will be seen upon 

referring to Figs. 1 and 2, inclose the wires, 
as 33 and 34, that convey the electric current 
to the terminals of the tube-lamp, the wires 
proceeding from the arm of the chandelier 
or ?xture and its coupling 23, into the cou 
pling 16 thereunder, thence separating and 
running one through each of the tubes 14 
and 15 and their respective end-couplings 
17 and 18, down the nipples 27 in these end 
couplings, directly into the socket-pieces 1-1, 
across the apertured partition 12 of each 
socket~piece, and into bushings 35, one of 
which is provided in the end of each socket 
piece that is remote from the body of the 
reflector, and in which the contact ends of 
the wires are caught and stayed, each by a 
screw 36, passing through the side of the re 
spective socket-piece and bushing and be 
tween leaf springs 37 therein, a pair of the 
latter being provided for, and adapted each 
to receive, one of the caps or bells 4 on the 
side of the lamp. The inner ends of each . 
pair of springs 37 are bent outwardly and 
held between the bushing 35 and the parti 
tion 12 above it. Within the body of the 
bushing, these springs are slightly curved 
outwardly to let in between them the screw 
36, which spreads them apart and against 
opposite walls of the bushing. The other 
ends of the same springs lie completely out 

' side the bushing, facing each other, and are 
slightly broadened and hollowed to form a 
cup-like receptacle, to receive and hold 
either cap or bell 4 on the lamp that is 
pushed into the same. The springs, bush 
ings, and screws are, by preference, all made 
of brass, or other metal that is a good con 
ductor of electricity, the screws being em 
ployed, as suggested in the lower part of 
Fig. 6, for pressing bared portions of the 

' current-carrying wires against the inner 
walls of the bushings and causing the cur 
rent to be transmitted through the latter to 
the pairs of springs and the lamp’s termi 
nals. See also Figs. 1 and 5. As will be 
noted, the screw 36, in each instance, serves 
to maintain the bushing in proper position 
within the socket-piece, to hold up the leaf 
springs at a suitable height therein, to keep 
these springs in full contact with the bush 
ing, and to make (or break) contact with 
the wires of the electric circuit. This screw 
is most conveniently reached from the end 
of the reflector, and therefore is placed on 
the side of the socket-piece that will nor 
mally be turned toward the end, as shown 
in Fig. 1 (and also in Fig. 3). The leaf 
springs, between which the screw passes, are 
likewise best located when turned toward 
the sides of the reflector, that is, edgewise 
relatively to the axis of the tube-lamp 

3 

placed therein in parallelism with the sev— 
eral re?ective sections. 
In the modi?ed construction represented 

by Figs. 3 and 4, the wire~carrying ?ttings 
consist simply of a three-sided sheet-metal 
conduit 38 soldered directly upon the back 
of the casing 6, and a similarly soldered 
nipple 39 having a broad base within the 
conduit and an externally-threaded upper 
portion passing through the middle thereof, 
this portion of the nipple being adapted for 
engagement with the central coupling 23 
connected to the arm 24, both before men 
tioned. The wires, 33 and 34, pass from the 
coupling 23 into the nipple 39, and diverg 
ing are led through opposite holes in the 
base of the nipple, and out of the conduit, 
one of the wires passing out of each end 
thereof and thence into the adjacent socket 
piece 11 through a small hole 40, which is 
provided just above the partition 12, in the 
same side of the socket-piece as the hole for 
the wire-retaining screw 36. See Figs. 3, 4, 
5, 6. The hole 40, it will be observed, is not 
used in the form of construction illustrated 
in Figs. 1 and 2 and hence was not men 
tioned in connection therewith, though for 
the sake of convenience, it is provided in 
all the socket-pieces, to adapt them to either 
form of the invention. After passing 
through the hole 40, the wire is passed 
through the opening 13 in the partition 12, 
along a sloping portion 41 thereof, and 
down between the springs 37, into the bush 
ing 35, where the contact end of the Wire is 
engaged by the screw 36, in the manner 
hereinbefore explained. The ?ttings being 
substantially integral with the reflector in 
this modi?ed form of the invention, the 
socket-pieces 11 are not connected thereto 
by shouldered nipples and lugged nuts as 
in the other construction, but are merely 
held up to the strips 8 of the casing 6, each 
by a pair of angular sheet-metal braces or 
brackets 42, soldered to the respective strip, 
and by a rivet 43, passed through and across 
both the braces or brackets and the socket 
piece, all as shown in the said Figs. 3 and 4. 
Both the herein described forms of the 

invention have the same means for holding 
the tube-lamp in a proper parallel posi— 
tion relatively to the several sections of the 
reflector and with its caps or bells 4 pressed 
between the outer ends of the leaf-springs 
37 of the socket-pieces 11. The holding 
means, as shown in Figs. 1 to 4, consists of 
two spring-clamps 44, each made of a single 
wire bent in the middle so as to form a 
narrow neck portion and two arms diverg 
ing therefrom but curving toward each 
other and long enough to receive between 
them a little more than half the circumfer 
ence of the tube-lamp. One of these clamps 
is employed in connection with each socket 
piece, and becomes a functionally integral, 
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‘ though :deta'chableyzpai'it'a- thereof "by! having, 
its neck portion PElSSQdIUPJlZh-EOUglI" airs-lot‘: 
4:? in‘; :as lateral =proj ectionr 46a of? the sockets: 
piececa‘nd ret'ained- thereabo've- by a mug, or 

to Qt‘t‘ll-O'W“ it at0~bev opened :cforwengagement 
With:- or; ‘disengagement from the? said neck ' 
portion‘; .‘See Figs. 16 land 7 in; addition: to 
Figszrlh to- Ll. 1. The wire‘v from» which‘ the» 
clamp,‘ ‘is? made has such resiliency’ that'aits" 
two I. arms" tends to spread] out‘w‘ardy at; the 
point of; divergence from! the neck,‘ against 
the sidesiiof-fth'e slot-i 45,1.While the slotlmaim’ 
tainsztherarms'zclose enough .to eachother to! 
cau-sezthemltovtake a- good ‘hold of? the lamp, - 
when‘! .it% is: pushed in-sbetweenathem and‘ 
placed? in the electric‘ circuitul Provision‘ is" 
thus'madeiat once (to keep the yclampla‘n‘d the 
lAmPYIbOlJh‘,’ firmly: in ' place, and: the means 
utilized» therefor,1- its is: thought, could hardly: 
be simplerré-on cheaper or1 of easier applica-= 
tionpgnox solderingior' riveting being 'neeess 
sary.~ . _ The" projection :46 is located on _ the" 
side: of'--.,th"e' socket-piece opposite: to 5 that in‘? 
which the’ Wire-retaining screw .36nsv driven, ‘ 
so that‘: the-{clamp- c'arriedi, thereby: is fully 
insulated; and When- both socket-pieces are» 
in their- respective ‘1 positions‘ on‘tlie- inside 
of theireflectorithe: tiivolprojections' thereto a 
appertainingqliei inward‘ or‘ faeingT'eac‘h 
otheryand vtheir‘clamps embrace the lamp‘ 
at vsuitable-t distances? from its: extremities. 
The‘ direction! of the: slots: .451 is‘ such that, 
the- soclietepieces having -1 been centered, the 
slots and the arms-of thexolampsw therein 
'Willrexten-d transversely of'the body’of the 
reflector‘, andithe lamp, placediin these arms 
with fits??ps’ét in‘ the cup-like receiverofthei 
leaf'springs' 37, 'Will' be and‘ remain% truly‘ 
parallel? to the re?ecting- sections and :nor-' 
mally in "circuit: 
Tochold the lamp, more securely‘ between 

therembriacinguarms' of thejclamps' 44 and 
precludewany possibility of‘ its- getting out 
of adjustment: and failing ~ in wltS“ electrical 
connections; .one -' end? of» the Wire: forming‘. 
eachr clamp-cits turned outward and'back to 
make ,a-‘loop :él9,ZWhile the other. end thereof 
is similarly bent to provide a hook 50, and 
a light»spiralspring 51‘ is stretched across 
the lamp,=with its ends respectively secured 
to thesaidilocp and hook. See Figs; 1,, 2, 
and 3.1.;Each end ofthella'mp is thuspro~ 
videda-‘with an encircling spring and all 
dangeréofnthe lamp being jarredout of its 
proper- position isv eliminated. 

What-II- claim, ‘and desirezto secure byi 
Letters-Patent of the United States, is 

l.-'A=1re?ector for substantially tubular 
velectricilamps,» comprising a' segmental‘ cais-. 
inguvith a series of substantially parallel 
rectangular.re?ective surfaces arranged lone 
gitu'dinally‘ edge ' to ‘edge in‘ an" arc‘ ‘of' a fir 
cle therein, “means for holdingl'the lamp in 
‘parallelismE Wlth‘~the several? re?ective sur-‘ 

rfaces-ara'ecouplego‘f tubes'in' the rear of the‘ 
casing,: spherical couplings j oiningz the ends 
of the casing to said tubes and holding 
the itubes>end5 t’o ‘1 end?’ andi- parallel - to‘v the 
axialilinesli; oflvthe-i re?ector and lamp," av 
similar coupling-Y‘intermediate: the tubing to 
han'gf ,tliei'l‘sa-m’e‘ -':t"ro1n“~the1arm of‘ a‘ chandelier 
0r ?xtareyandé plugson' the end-couplings 
havi'n’g globular outer‘ ends inlinewvith the 
tubing‘ and couplings; 1 

2; Ail‘r‘e?'ector for-'a' substantially tubular 
electric lamp, ‘comprising an odd‘ number ‘of; 
substantially parallelvv sections" of1 uniform‘ 
Width. and length, ‘except 7 the central sec 
tionavvhich is shortened‘ atlboth ends, a cas 
ing, therefor, ,- means :for binding the sections 

. togethenandrreinforcing1the casing; opposite 
.thenends; ofwthewlshort se'ctlon, suspending 
meansv ins-the; back of the‘ casing, socket-y 
pieces i-locatediatr the ends-offsaid shortened 
section,‘ and ‘:mean‘s'i'for ‘holding said socket- - 
pieces to thei. casingian-d? the. latter'v‘to the 

- suspending‘v means- by screw-thread - connec 
‘ tion: > - ' 

A3 segmental reflector for‘ a substan 
tially-"tubular electric? lamp,=' comprising’ a' 
number‘ of sections- substantially parallel i to 
theilamp',’ th'eicentral ‘section being" shortened 
at both“ends,~'~af-casing therefor having its‘ ~ 
longitudinal edges turned;inwardly-l over the‘ 
outermost‘- sections?and- a>lso havingi end 

' strips‘ eiit’ending'élacross all sections but ' the 
central on'e,=-reinforcingfplates'on the lnside: 
"of thecasing'withio?sets bent upon‘rthe ends= - I 1 
of saidmentrar section;~insulati-ng~ socket? 
pieces‘iadapted?for connection with the 
lamps‘ terminals and abuttlngi =aga1nst‘ said 

‘ reinforcing! plates, nuts ?xed in saidlsocket-v 
piec'es‘,'- a line‘ of‘ tubing "provided! with’ suit 
able suspending ‘means, ~ a nd shouldered‘ n1p~ 
‘ples- passed; through the casing and its re 
inforcing-plates“ and bearing on the ' back 
of ‘the casing, said’. nipples engaging the 
ends‘ of? the-1 tubing» and» the nuts in the 
socketl-pieces? and thus" holding- the ; back of 
thelrreflector' to thetubingl and the’ socket 
piece‘s‘ to the’ 1 inside-'- of? the. reflector; 

42' A“ re?ector for! substantially tubular 
electric ‘lamps, comprising any desirable 
number of2 substantiallyparallel sections, a 
casin'fgffor- the same, insulating? socket~p1eces 
Within?» the enclscf saidcasing,v each socket 
piece= being provided with an :internal' 
screw-thread; ;tu‘b1ng-,¢n1pples secured 1n said‘ 
tubing‘andiconnecting it‘ With the reflector 
by -bei-ng'~1:>assed through the back ofthe 
casing an‘d'thence engagingl‘the socket-pieces 
by their respective screw-threads,‘ feed'vvires' 
passing 'throughlthe tubing,‘ the nipples,‘ and 
the soeke‘tLp'ieces-to the'lamp’s terminals, and 
a wire-retainingscrew; inrone side of each 
socket~pieceu I _ ‘A 

5. @re?ect‘or- for substantially tubular 
electric 'lani‘ps,f-*v comprising longitudinally 
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disposed re?ective surfaces substantially par 
allel to one another and to the axis of the 
lamp, insulating socket-pieces secured on a 
central line therein and provided each with 
a slot running transversely with relation to 
said surfaces, and oppositely located clamps 
rigidly held in the slots of said socket~pieces 
and having arms spread outward also trans 
versely of said re?ector, the said clamps be 
ing thereby adapted to embrace the lamp 
crosswise at suitable intervals apart and 
maintain it in correct position centrally and 
longitudinally of the re?ector and in paral 
lelism with its several re?ective surfaces. 

6. In combination with a re?ector and a 
lamp having outwardly projecting conduc 
tors connected to the ?lament ends and lo 
cated one at each end and on the side of the 
lamp, a socket at each end of the re?ector, 
means projecting outwardly from each socket 
to engage the lamp conductors, and separate 
means projecting outwardly from each 
socket to engage and support the lamp. 

7. In combination with a re?ector and a 
lamp having outwardly projecting conduc 
tors connected to the filament ends and lo 
cated one at each end and on the side of 
the lamp, a socket at each end of the re?ec 
tor, means projecting outwardly from each 
socket to engage the lamp conductors, a pair 
of spring clamps carried by each socket to 
engage on opposite sides of the lamp, and 
a coil spring connected at its ends to each 
pair of said clamps to extend transversely 
across and to engage the outer arc of the 
lamp that is located between said clamps. 

8. In combination with a re?ector and a 
lamp carried thereby having lateral sockets 
connected with the ?lament at opposite 
ends, a combined support and Wire carrier 
for the re?ector consisting of a central 
transverse hollow element through which 
both of the circuit wires extend, and a con 
duit for each wire leading from said ele 
ment, the outer ends thereof terminating in 
said sockets near the re?ector ends. 

9. In combination with a re?ector and a 
lamp carried thereby having lateral con 
ductors, one at each end thereof, a combined 
wire carrier and support for the re?ector 
consisting of a longitudinal hollow element 
on the back of the re?ector, hollow means 
to connect the ends of said element to the re 
?ector, and a transverse hollow coupling se— 
cured to said element, the wires leading 
through the coupling, the hollow element, 
and the hollow means to engage with said 
conductors. 

10. In combination with a re?ector, and a 
lamp carried thereby having lateral socket 
connected with its ?lament at opposite ends, 
a combined support and wire carrier for the 
re?ector consisting of a hollow conduit of 
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substantially the re?ector’s length having a 
central inlet for both circuit wires and an 
outlet at each end for the respective wires, 
leading the latter into said sockets at the op 
posite ends of the re?ector. 

11. In combination with a re?ector and a 
lamp having a lateral conductor at each end, 
a socket at each end of the re?ector for each 
conductor, means on the back of the re?ec 
tor connected at its ends to said sockets 
to contain the respective wires for said lamp 
conductors, and means connected to said 
?rst named means for containing both of 
said wires and for supporting the re?ector 
from a support. 

12. The combination with a re?ector and 
an incandescent electric lamp carried there 
by having lateral contacts connected with 
its ?lament at opposite ends, of sockets on 
corresponding ends of the re?ector body in 
operative connection with said contacts, and 
a support for the re?ector with circuit wires 
respectively led to said sockets. 

13. The combination with a re?ector and 
an incandescent electric lamp having lateral 
contacts connected with its ?lament at the 
ends, of sockets positioned on the re?ector 
body opposite said contacts so as to receive 
the latter, and separate means located at the 
ends of the re?ector operatively holding 
said sockets and contacts together. 

1.4. An open-ended re?ector composed of 
sections arranged in an arc of a circle, com 
bined with a tubular incandescent electric 
lamp placed parallel to said sections and 
having uncovered ends corresponding with 
the open. ends of the re?ector, lateral con 
ductors on the lamp leading to the opposite 
ends of its ?lament, sockets between the re 
?ector and lamp receiving said conductors, 
and lamp—retaining means holding the lamp 
beyond said sockets. 

15. The combination with a re?ector and 
an incandescent electric lamp having later 
ally projecting conductors connected to the 
ends of its ?lament, of sockets opposite said 
conductors on the re?ector body, hangers 
for the lamp detachably held to said sockets, 
and a means for supporting the re?ector. 

16. The combination with a suitably-sup 
ported re?ector and an incandescent electric 
lamp therein having laterally projecting 
conductors connected to the ends of its ?la 
ment, of sockets opposite said conductors on 
the re?ector body, and expansible hangers 
on said sockets adapted to hold the lamp in 
position. 
In testimony whereof I a?iX my signature 

in presence of two witnesses. 
DENNIS JOSEPH O’BRIEN. 

‘Witnesses: 
CHAS. DONEBACH, 
A. H. STE. MARIE. 
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each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D. G.” 
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